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Over 50 amazing Nature Photos of Red Rocks, Arches & Canyons - absolutely the Best of Utah.

Yes, you can Hit the Road with PhotosByJohnGlass. If you love travel, especially in the beloved

West US â€“ this book is for you. Love to peruse beautiful photos? John Glass shares his special

view of the outdoors with each click of his camera. Taken at his favorite, most special places and

vistas in Southern Utah, hit the road without ever leaving your Kindle or computer. Bryce Canyon.

Arches. Canyonlands. The sights go on and on.You can sample the beginning of this book and see

these amazing full size photos. There's no more beautiful kindle photography book on the market.

This book is over 60 pages. There's a direct link to each photo spot on Google Maps, so thereâ€™s

no guessing how to get to these beautiful locations. Are you headed to Utah and just not sure what

to do or where to go? Want to hit a few intimate spots of beauty? Do you love to look at nature

photography? The purpose of this book is to enlighten you on some of the places you can visit when

you are in Utah.This book is sure to bring a smile and maybe inspire you. â€œIt moves me so - to

view the world as John Glass does. Thank you for sharing.â€• JM said. Mountains. Clouds. Sunsets.

Rivers. Arches. Sunrises. And More. Each photo is listed with the direct link to Google Maps,

thereâ€™s no guessing how to get to these beautiful locations. John shoots Canon cameras. All

these were taken with his 5D Mark II or 7D.
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Spectacular photography!Looks like the authors had a wonderful time travelling through some

incredible places in Utah.Gorgeous, stunning pictures.I felt the descriptions were a bit on the

amateurish side, more like what you would find in a family album, but maybe the authors intended it

that way......otherwise, absolutely fabulous pictures

Absolutely loved your photographs! I spent three weeks hiking Utah's National parks in 2004!

Arches Natl Park is my favorite! Love Delicate Arch! Your photographs bring back wonderful

memories!! Thank you for sharing I hope you sell a lot of them!!!!

I got this book as we're planning a trip in the area. I've gotten some great info on places we won't

want to miss, all via photos. The pictures are so lovely and they have peaked our interest in certain

places we're now not going to miss.

Beautiful and inspiring pictures decorate this book. They make the reader anxious to see all of the

scenery in person. I loved the photos. Yet for some odd reason each photo appears four times. Is

this intentional?

I just got through looking at a special place in our planet through the eyes and lenses of John Glass.

WOW !! John has a way of putting you there! I don't get that feeling with other photos. When I look

at John's pictures, I feel like I'm right there, on top of that hill looking down upon the lake, the

mountain top and deep within the canyons. Through his skill and love of the outdoors, John just puts

me right where he is. I feel like I am physically there. Quite an AMAZING feeling. He transcends me

into the landscape of Mother Nature. I can feel his love for nature and feel like I'm on the road with

him. His skill with his camera brings in such detail--every photo is like 3D. Its amazing to me how

he's able to get such depth and detail from each photograph. Each photo has such high definition.

What skill and precision. Also, I just love how he's able to capture such magic in his shots. Like, the

sun spreading its wings through a bluff and you see a star. Now that's got to take a lot of skill and

patience and incredible timing to get some of the special shots to give the viewer such magical



photos to enjoy. THANKS, John. You have given me a whole new outlook on the physical universe

and such a beautiful, aesthetic look at Utah which I probably would never be able to capture myself.

What a beautiful gift you have and thanks for sharing. LOVED IT !!

Great photo book! I really enjoyed seeing the sights that I saw last as a kid visiting these parks with

my parents. Makes me want to go back so bad! Lovely views that are sweeping and really

communicate the spaces of Utah.

Beautiful landscape pictures taken with artistry. One of my favorite pictures was the rain squall! Its a

rare glimpse of a patch of rain visualized from a distance. Absolutely breathtaking. Thanks John!

Wow, what gorgeous photos!! When I was a child, my dad took us to some of these places on

summer vacations and it brought back many memories. John is a talented photographer and I love

that you can click on the Google link to get the actual location of each photo. Viewing these photos

peaked my curiosity as to how some of these incredible formations came to be. This would be great

for using as a tool for teaching geography!Trissie Badger
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